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摘  要 
















































Currently, the voice business market is gradually shrinking in communications 
industry. At the same time, the proportion of value-added business’s revenue to the 
operators’ revenue is growing. With the improvement of 3G network infrastructure, 
the enhancement of handset features and the enriched resource on Internet, a variety 
of applications that base on the combination of mobile terminals and the Internet will 
greatly enrich our daily work and life, and it will become a new measures for the 
mobile operators to maintain the customers' loyalty, increase the customers' 
satisfaction and get the new profit. 
Nowadays, the Apple's App Store and Google's Android Market have become the 
world's two largest application stores. Mobile Market is the innovation model of the 
development of the value-added business, though the China Mobile put a lot of 
resources in it, there are some problems such as imbalanced business development, 
single marketing strategy, poor content because of the lack of in-depth analysis of the 
target users, and there is big room for improvement in the marketing strategy. In the 
context of the Internet era, China Mobile should find clear target users, and develop 
the next step to marketing strategies. 
This paper describes the concept of application market and the developments of 
application market at home and abroad. Theoretical models of PEST, Five Forces, 
SWOT and others are used to analysis the marketing environment of China Mobile’s 
application market. It is concluded that China's mobile application market has a good 
macroeconomic environment. 
At the same time, STP is used to analysis target market for mobile applications 
store. The white-collar, fashion students are selected as the target market with 
customer behavior survey. Some conclusions are made based on marketing strategy 
formulation and 4Ps mixed theory. Content, package and services are proposed based 
on product mixed strategy. Agent strategy, owned stores strategy and electronic 
channels strategy are proposed based on product channel strategy. Communication 
strategy, integrated marketing strategy, database marketing strategy, joint marketing 
strategy and pricing strategy such as postpaid experience or redeem points are 
proposed based on product promotion strategy. It will bring an important guiding 
significance to carry out practical work with the marketing strategy proposed above. 
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